
Over the years Mydibel encountered several 
packaging challenges. From replacing 
existing baggers, adding baggers to handle a 
production capacity increase, to the 
equipment of an entire new production facility. 
A constant through out the years is their need 
for a trusty packaging solution providing good 
quality bags at high speeds while meeting the 
latest hygiene standards. And this for a wide 
variety of products and bag sizes.

Over 15 SVC 4020 machines in 7 years 
provided Mydibel the optimal packaging 
solution for their needs. The machines 
enables the customer to pack a wide variety 
of potato products, from 500 grams to 2500 
grams, in pillow bags at a speed of up to 70 
bags per minute. The hygienic open machine 
design makes it easy to clean and operate, 
keeping the machine downtime to a minimum. 
The SVC 4020 allowed Mydibel to boost 
production by 30%. 

 Hygienic design
 Easy to clean
 High output
 High quality bags
 Easy and fast changeovers
 Flexible set-up
 Operator friendly HMI

CHALLENGE SOLUTION BENEFITS

Case study − Potato products
by Mydibel

With Syntegon we have found a reliable 
partner that anticipates our needs with 

technological advancements, allowing us to 
stay ahead of the competition.

Carlo Mylle, CEO of the Mydibel Group „

„



Mydibel is a producer of a wide range of chilled, frozen and 
dehydrated potato products marketed under its own name as 
well as private label brands. Hygiene is as important to them 
as product and bag quality because they want to offer the 
best product possible to their customers and the end 
consumer. Trust of the company in Syntegon and the 
SVC 4020 vertical bagger  made it a logical choice for their 
projects. 
And the story of Mydibel and Syntegon continuous as new 
innovations for frozen food packaging are continuously being 
worked on.
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Syntegon Packaging Solutions
+31 495 574 354 
Frank.vanderBeek@syntegon.com
www.syntegon.com/
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> 15 SVC 4020 machines for:
 French fries and a wide variety of other 

potato products
 Bags with a weight from 500 grams up to 

2,5 kg
 Range of pillow bag formats

http://www.syntegon.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/frank-van-der-beek-81117714/
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